September 26, 2018

As I stated in my last column, communication is a key component of the ONE ITE initiative. This is the second column with updates on ONE ITE. As the Chair of the ONE ITE Task Force it is my responsibility to oversee the task force and follow the direction the International Board of Direction (IBOD) has set regarding the ONE ITE initiative.

Since my last column we’ve been moving ahead across ITE. The ONE ITE Task Force has distributed new model District Charters and Bylaws to each District for review and comment. We are currently taking comments from the Districts and will address those soon. The Midwestern and Great Lakes Districts have formed their transition committee and are working diligently on their transitions plans. The Florida District is developing its transition committee which will be in place by November 2018. The Western District Task Force has been listening to input from its sections and is working with the ONE ITE Task Force to ensure a strong future for ITE in the West.

The next steps for the ONE ITE Task Force are to address any comments on the new Charter and Bylaws and finalize them. We will then move forward with the creation of both Section and Chapter Charters and Bylaws.

As this important initiative continues to move forward, please remember that the overarching goal of ONE ITE is to ensure our long-term viability. Consistency is one of the keys to this. This opportunity creates ideas that can benefit our industry. If you find yourself with questions about any of the ONE ITE initiatives, please visit the ONE ITE webpage and become more familiar about the how and why of ONE ITE. If you still have concerns, let’s chat.
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